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Gate-induced ionization of single dopant atoms

G. D. J. Smit,* S. Rogge,† J. Caro, and T. M. Klapwijk
Department of Nanoscience, Delft University of Technology, Lorentzweg 1, 2628 CJ Delft, The Netherlands
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Gate-induced wave function manipulation of a single dopant atom is a possible basis of atomic scale
electronics. From this perspective, we analyzed the effect of a small nearby gate on a single dopant atom in a
semiconductor up to field ionization. The dopant is modeled as a hydrogenlike impurity and the Schro¨dinger
equation is solved by a variational method. We find that—depending on the separation of the dopant and the
gate—the electron transfer is either gradual or abrupt, defining two distinctive regimes for the gate-induced
ionization process.
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The size regime where the discreteness of doping mus
taken into account is brought within experimental reach
today’s semiconductor lithography techniques. In this
gime, single dopant atoms have been demonstrated to d
nate the behavior of downscaled versions of conventio
devices.1 On the other hand, the promising opportunity
offered to study the physics of semiconductors on their u
mate length scale by addressing separate dopants. Putt
small gate close to a single impurity would, for examp
allow for the manipulation ofindividual hydrogenlike wave
functions. Furthermore, large electric fields~otherwise only
achievable in astronomy! can be experimentally obtained i
semiconductors due to the occurrence of large dielectric c
stants and small effective masses. Apart from the fundam
tal importance, an ultimate application is found in a Si-bas
solid state quantum computer,2,3 in which the nuclear spins
of single 31P dopants are envisioned as qubits. In this p
posal, addressing a single qubit by nuclear magnetic re
nance is achieved via the hyperfine interaction of the nuc
spin and its valence electron, which can be tuned by mo
fying the electron wave function with a nearby gate. In
recent variation of this design,4 the ionization of single dop-
ants by this gate is an essential ingredient.

Our aim is to quantitatively investigate the effect of t
electric field generated by a local gate on a single neu
dopant atom in a semiconductor, ultimately leading to io
ization. The response to small fields has been addresse
fore in the context of quantum computing.5,6 In this paper,
the complete ionization process is discussed. Our appro
incorporates the computation of time independent gro
state wave functions of the system and, subsequently,
estimation of transition probabilities. We conclude that t
separation of the dopant and the gate determines the n
of the ionization process. When the dopant resides clos
the gate, the electron is gradually pulled away from the d
ant when the gate voltage is increased, while for a lar
separation the dopant ionizes abruptly at a well-defined g
voltage.

Addressing a single dopant requires a small local g
When a dopant would be ionized by a large gate~e.g., an
infinite strip6!, the electron would be delocalized along t
gate. This would be undesirable in applications wh
~spin-!phase coherence must be kept under control, such
quantum computer. Therefore, we chose to model the ga
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a circular disc, having the additional advantage that the co
plete system~dopant plus gate! is radially symmetric. The
layout of our model system is schematically depicted in
inset of Fig. 1. The disc-shaped metallic gate with radiusr A
is separated from the semiconductor bulk~relative dielectric
constant«s) by a barrier~relative dielectric constant«b) of
thicknessdbar. A dopant is positioned at distanced from the
barrier-semiconductor interface and centered with respec
the gate.

At low temperatures, the semiconductor can be cons
ered as a dielectric, due to the absence of free char
Charges at the barrier-semiconductor interfaces and in
barrier will be neglected. In our calculations, we assume
barrier to be infinitely high and infinitely thin (dbar50),
which allows us to take advantage of the fact that the pot
tial due to a charged metallic disc in a uniform dielect
medium can be expressed in closed form7 ~we will demon-
strate the applicability of our results to a realistic layou!.
The total potential was obtained by adding a Coulomb
tential well due to a positive unit charge in the semicond
tor. A cross section of the total electron potential for som
typical parameters is shown in Fig. 1. Image charge effect

FIG. 1. The dashed line represents the calculated potential
to the gate at the symmetry axis of the device forr A52 a.u. and a
gate voltage of 2 a.u. The solid line includes the dopant potentia
d510 a.u.~Note that, e.g., in silicon 1 a.u.'3 nm for lengths and
1 a.u.'90 mV for voltages.! The inset shows a schematic of th
device layout, indicating the important parameters.
©2003 The American Physical Society02-1
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the semiconductor-barrier and the barrier-gate interfa
were neglected.

In our calculations, the dopant atom is described within
effective mass approach: the contribution of the semicond
tor bandstructure is accounted for by considering it as
uniform dielectric medium and using an isotropic effecti
mass. Such a hydrogenlike model is known to provide
good first order description of a dopant atom~although it
fails to accurately describe the energy levels8 and
interactions9!. It is sufficient for our purpose and allows us
capture crucial phenomena and obtain estimates of impo
parameters. To keep our results general and transpa
physical quantities will be expressed in~effective! atomic
units ~a.u.!. To simplify the conversion to conventional unit
some values for silicon are given as an example in the c
tion of Fig. 1.

The time-independent Hamiltonian of the problem rea
~in atomic units!

H52
1

2
¹22

1

Ar 21~z2d!2
1Vg~r ,z!,

whereVg(r ,z) describes the potential landscape in the se
conductor due to the gate and (r ,z) are cylinder coordinates
as defined in Fig. 1~inset!. Approximate ground state wav
functions are found by a variational method. As trial wa
function we use a linear combination of functions from
fixed and finite setS, where the weights are used as var
tional parameters. To this end, we chooseS to contain func-
tions of the form

w~r ,z!5 exp~2ar 2!z exp@2b~z2d!2# ~1!

and

w̃~r ,z!5 exp~2gr 2!z exp~2dz2!, ~2!

wherea, b, g, andd are constants that will be chosen late
The functions are cylinder symmetric, motivated by the
dial symmetry of the potential and the fact that the grou
state is expected to bes-like. To allow for a full description
of the ionization process, it is important thatS includes both
wave functions of the form~1!, having large electron densit
at the dopant site, and of the form~2!, where the electron
resides close to the gate.

The functional form of Eq.~1! is motivated by the fact
that the~exponential! ground state wave function of hydro
genlike atoms can be quite well approximated as a lin
combination of Gaussians,11 which are much easier to wor
with numerically. To make sure that the wave functions va
ish at the interface (z50), it is multiplied byz. Thew(r ,z)
are allowed to become aspherical due to the gate action
choosing different values fora andb. Concerning the form
of Eq. ~2!, we note that the potential well caused by the g
can in the radial direction be approximated by a parab
Consequently, a ground state wave function similar to tha
a linear harmonic oscillator is expected and therefore
r-dependent part ofw̃(r ,z) is chosen as a Gaussian. Th
ground state wave function of the triangular shaped wel
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the z direction can be approximated asze2zz ~Ref. 12!.
Again, we will approximate the exponential by a linear com
bination of Gaussians.

In order to choose concrete values for the consta
a, b, g, andd, we note that for each positive integerN it is
possible to find a set ofN real numbers$l i% i 51

N , such that a
linear combination of exp (2lir

2) optimally approximates
the ground state wave function of hydrogen.11 We will use
the values given in Ref. 10, which are, for examp
$0.101,0.321,1.15,5.06,33.6% for N55. In our calculation,
we created functions of type~1! by taking values fora andb
from such a set in all possibleN2 combinations. Functions o
type ~2! were created by choosing values forg andd from
the same set, after multiplying all elements by the scal
constantr A

21/2 to account for the size of the gate. Proceedi
like this, S contains a total of 2N2 functions. It was found
that takingN.5 hardly improved the accuracy. Therefor
N55 was used in all presented results.

Denoting the elements ofS by cn , the variational proce-
dure is now performed by forming the trial wave function

c~r ,z!5 (
cnPS

cncn~r ,z!

as a linear combination of thecn and minimizing the func-
tional

^cuHuc&

^cuc&

with respect to the variational parameterscn . This minimum
is an upper bound to the ground state energy ofH. This
variational problem is equivalent to finding the smallest
genvalue of the generalized matrix eigenvalue problem

~H2EM !•c50, ~3!

where H is the Hamiltonian matrix expanded on thecn
with elementsHi j 5^c i uHuc j& and M is the overlap matrix
of the cn defined as Mi j 5^c i uc j&. Furthermore, c
5(c1 ,c2 , . . . ,cm) and the inner product̂•u•& is ~as usual!
defined as

^c i uc j&5 E
0

` E
0

`

c i* ~r ,z!c j~r ,z!2prdrdz.

Note that M would be the unit matrix ifS would be an
orthonormal set with respect tô•u•&. In that case, Eq.~3!
would reduce to an ordinary eigenvalue problem.

The smallest eigenvalueE0 of Eq. ~3! is an upper bound
to the ground state energy of the system. WhenS is chosen
properly,E0 is a good approximation to the real ground sta
energy ofH and the corresponding eigenvectorc defines a
wave function that is a good approximation of the re
ground state wave function.

Once this wave function is known for several values
the dopant depthd, gate voltageVg , and gate radiusr A , we
will use it to study the ionization process of the dopant.
an example, the radially integrated probability density of t
calculated electron wave function~i.e., *0

` uc(r ,z)u22prdr )
2-2
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is plotted versusz in Fig. 2. At zero gate voltage, the electro
occupies the dopant site.13 For increasing gate voltage, th
electron is gradually pulled away from the donor site.
nally, for large enough gate voltage, it resides completely
the newly created potential well at the gate.

An interesting physical quantity is the electron dens
uc0(0,d)u2 at the dopant site, as derived from the appro
mated ground state wave functionc0(r ,z). We will use it as
an indication of the position of the electron: when the el
tron is pulled away from the dopant site, this number d
creases. Moreover, it is of physical importance because
hyperfine interaction is proportional to this number.14

The characteristics of the electron transfer from the d
ant to the gate with increasing gate voltage depend on
distanced of the dopant under the gate. In Fig. 3, the electr
density at the dopant siteuc0(0,d)u2 ~normalized to the value
at zero gate voltage! is plotted as a function of gate voltag
for several values ofd. It can be seen that for smalld the
electron is transferred gradually from the dopant to the g
while for largerd an abrupt electron jump occurs, defining
ionization voltage. This can be explained from the fact t
for larged, a sufficiently large barrier separates the two p
tential wells. For smalld, the two wells are so strongly
coupled that they can be considered as a single well,
position of which is pulled towards the gate with increasi
gate voltage.

The calculations were repeated for several gate radiir A .
The inset of Fig. 2 shows the ionization voltage ford515
versusr A . From the figure it is clear that the voltage ge
smaller for largerr A . The reason for this is that the transf
roughly takes place when the ground state energy of the
well drops below that of the dopant well. When the gate w
is larger, the ground state energy is closer to the bottom
the well and the transfer takes place at lower gate voltag

In a realistic device, the barrier between the gate and
semiconductor will have a finite thickness~in the most com-
mon material systems this will be at least 1 to 2 a.u.!. Usu-
ally, this barrier does not have the same dielectric constan
the semiconductor and hence it can modify the gate pote

FIG. 2. ~Color online! The radially integrated probability den
sity of the electron wave function as a function ofz for various gate
voltages. The inset shows the ionization voltage versus gate ra
r A . ~In silicon: 1 a.u.'3 nm and 90 mV, respectively.!
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considerably. Moreover, the gate must be connected to
outside world by some kind of interconnect. Such an int
connect must be separated from the semiconductor b
much thicker barrier in order to sufficiently screen
potential.15 Therefore, in a realistic device, the gate must
buried in a thick layer of barrier material.

To allow for comparison with the idealized situation
which our calculations were carried out, several calculatio
were repeated with a realistic barrier present. To that end
obtained the potential landscape due to the gate by sol
the Poisson equation with a finite element method~FEM!.16

It was found that for typical realistic parameters~e.g., a SiO2
Si system with«s512, «b54, anddbar52 a.u.!, the poten-
tial landscape in the semiconductor is qualitatively similar
the situation where the gate is put directly on the semic
ductor. As demonstrated in the inset of Fig. 3, the same p
nomena are observed, but they occur at a higher voltage
in the absence of a barrier. The voltage drop over the bar
can roughly be accounted for by a linear scaling factor t
depends on«b anddbar. Indeed, we find from the FEM cal
culations that for the given parameters about 31% of the g
voltage drops in the semiconductor. This number is simila
the observed ratio between the ionization voltages with
without a finite barrier thickness. This justifies the presen
tion of mainly results obtained with an idealized barrier.

As a final remark in our discussion of the barrier, we no
that for any application or measurement of a single dop
device, it is crucial that there are no charge traps present
the dopant. Therefore it is highly desirable to have the bar
epitaxially grown on the semiconductor. A promising can
date is a Si12xGex layer as barrier on a Si substrate,3 al-
though the maximum achievable barrier height in this syst
is only about 100 meV.17

The presented time-independent calculations are not

ius
FIG. 3. ~Color online! The electron density at the dopant site

a function of gate voltage for various dopant depths, showing
process of ionization. All curves are normalized to their value
Vg50. The transition from a smooth to a steplike behavior
clearly visible atd'8a0* . The inset shows the corresponding da
with a 2 a.u. thick oxide barrier present. The behavior is similar,
occurs at higher gate voltage.
2-3
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ficient to predict whether the dopant atom will indeed
ionized when the ground state wave function has a low e
tron density at the dopant site. In order to complete
analysis, an estimate of the tunnel probability is needed. T
is obtained by comparison with the resonance lifetime o
hydrogen atom in an electric field. The typical field streng
considered in the region between the gate and the dopan
are very large~e.g., 0.05–0.5 a.u. forr A52, d510, Vg52,
see Fig. 1!. Using a calculation of the Stark effect i
hydrogen18 while taking the value of Ry* for silicon, it is
found that the electron lifetime at the dopant site ran
roughly from 0.1 ps to 1 ns. This can be interpreted as
time it takes for the dopant to be ionized when the g
voltage is switched on and justifies our interpretation of F
3 as the representation of an ionization process.

Our general analysis can be readily applied, as we
formed the calculations with parameters that are consis
with the quantum computer design mentioned. First, c
trolled tuning of the hyperfine interaction by the gate, whi
is required in Ref. 2, is possible only whend is small
enough: from Fig. 3 we estimated&6 a.u. Switching off the
hyperfine interaction, as required in the ‘‘digital approach4

can only be achieved for large separation between do
and gate (d*10 a.u.!. Hence, the dimensions of the devic
determine in which of both regimes operation takes pla
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Second, our analysis can be used to estimate the requ
gate voltage to tune the hyperfine interaction to a cert
value ~Fig. 3!. Third, it is found that the required voltage t
fully ionize the dopant depends onr A , but it is nearly inde-
pendent ofd ~Fig. 3!.

In conclusion, we analyzed the wave function manipu
tion of a semiconductor dopant atom by a small electrost
gate. We find that two regimes can be distinguished for
ionization process of the dopant. For a dopant-gate sep
tion smaller than;8a0* ~e.g., ;24 nm for P in Si!, the
electron is gradually pulled out of the Coulomb potential
the dopant. When the dopant resides further away from
gate, the transfer takes place abruptly at a well-defin
threshold field. Both regimes are accessible, since, e.g.,
taxial growth techniques allow for sufficiently accurate po
tioning of the dopant under the gate.

Note added in proof. We learned that similar results hav
been obtained independently with different methods by A
Martins et al.19 and L.M. Kettleet al.20
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